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Abstract

We phraseK-means clustering as an empirical risk minimization procedure over
a classHK and explicitly calculate the covering number for this class. Next,
we show that stability ofK-means clustering is characterized by the geometry of
HK with respect to the underlying distribution. We prove that in the case of a
unique global minimizer, the clustering solution is stable with respect to complete
changes of the data, while for the case of multiple minimizers, the change of
Ω(n1/2) samples defines the transition between stability and instability. While
for a finite number of minimizers this result follows from multinomial distribution
estimates, the case of infinite minimizers requires more refined tools. We conclude
by proving that stability of the functions inHK implies stability of the actual
centers of the clusters. Since stability is often used for selecting the number of
clusters in practice, we hope that our analysis serves as a starting point for finding
theoretically grounded recipes for the choice ofK.

1 Introduction

Identification of clusters is the most basic tool for data analysis and unsupervised learning. While
people are extremely good at pointing out the relevant structure in the data just by looking at the
2-D plots, learning algorithms struggle to match this performance. Part of the difficulty comes from
the absence, in general, of an objective way to assess the clustering quality and to compare two
groupings of the data. Ben-David et al [1, 2, 3] put forward the goal of establishing a Theory of
Clustering. In particular, attempts have been made by [4, 2, 3] to study and theoretically justify the
stability-basedapproach of evaluating the quality of clustering solutions. Building upon these ideas,
we present a characterization of clustering stability in terms of the geometry of the function class
associated with minimizing the objective function.

To simplify the exposition, we focus onK-means clustering, although the analogous results can be
derived forK-medians and other clustering algorithms which minimize an objective function.

Let us first motivate the notion of clustering stability. While for a fixedK, two clustering solutions
can be compared according to theK-means objective function (see the next section), it is not mean-
ingful to compare the value of the objective function for differentK. How can one decide, then,
on the value ofK? If we assume that the observed data is distributed independently according to
some unknown distribution, the number of clustersK should correspond to the number of modes
of the associated probability density. Since density estimation is a difficult task, another approach
is needed. A stability-based solution has been used for at least a few decades by practitioners. The
approach stipulates that, for eachK in some range, several clustering solutions should be computed
by sub-sampling or perturbing the data. The best value ofK is that for which the clustering solutions



are most “similar”. This rule of thumb is used in practice, although, to our knowledge, there is very
little theoretical justification in the literature.

The precise details of data sub-sampling in the method described above differ from one paper to
another. For instance, Ben-Hur et al [5] randomly chooseoverlappingportions of the data and
evaluate the distance between the resulting clustering solutions on the common samples. Lange et al
[6], on the other hand, divide the sample intodisjointsubsets. Similarly, Ben-David et al [3, 2] study
stability with respect to complete change of the data (independent draw). These different approaches
of choosingK prompted us to give a precise characterization of clustering stability with respect to
both complete and partial changes of the data.

It has been noted by [6, 4, 3] that the stability of clustering with respect to complete change of the
data is characterized by the uniqueness of the minimum of the objective function with respect to
the true distribution. Indeed, minimization of theK-means objective function can be phrased as
an empirical risk minimization procedure (see [7]). The stability follows, under some regularity
assumptions, from the convergence of empirical and expected means over a Glivenko-Cantelli class
of functions. We prove stability in the case of a unique minimizer by explicitly computing the
covering number in the next section and noting that the resulting class is VC-type.

We go further in our analysis by considering the other two interesting cases: finite and infinite
number of minimizers of the objective function. With the help of a stability result of [8, 9] for
empirical risk minimization, we are able to prove thatK-means clustering is stable with respect
to changes ofo(

√
n) samples, wheren is the total number of samples. In fact, the rate ofΩ(

√
n)

changes is a sharp transition between stability and instability in these cases.

2 Preliminaries

Let (Z,A, P ) be a probability space with an unknown probability measureP . Let ‖ · ‖ denote
the Euclidean norm. We assume from the outset that the data live in a Euclidean ball inR

m, i.e.
Z ⊆ B2(0, R) ⊂ R

m for someR > 0 andZ is closed. A partition functionC : Z 7→ {1, . . . ,K}
assigns to each pointZ its “cluster identity”. The goal of clustering is to find a good partition based
on the sampleZ1, . . . , Zn of n points, distributed independently according toP . In particular, for
K-means clustering, the quality ofC on Z1, . . . , Zn is measured by thewithin-point scatter1 (see
[10])

W (C) =
1

2n

K
∑

k=1

∑

i,j:C(Zi)=C(Zj)=k

‖Zi − Zj‖2. (1)

It is easy to verify that the (scaled) within-point scatter can be rewritten as

W (C) =
1

n

K
∑

k=1

∑

i:C(Zi)=k

‖Zi − ck‖2 (2)

whereck is the mean of thek-th cluster based on the assignmentC (see Figure 1). We are interested
in the minimizers of the within-point scatter. Such assignments have to map each point to its nearest
cluster center. Since in this case the partition functionC is completely determined by theK centers,
we will often abuse the notation by associatingC with the set{c1, . . . , cK}.

TheK-means clustering algorithm is an alternating procedure minimizing the within-point scatter
W (C). The centers{ck}K

k=1 are computed in the first step, following by the assignment of eachZi

to its closest centerck; the procedure is repeated. The algorithm can get trapped in local minima,
and various strategies, such as starting with several random assignments, are employed to overcome
the problem. In this paper, we are not concerned with the algorithmic issues of the minimization
procedure. Rather, we study stability properties of the minimizers ofW (C).

The problem of minimizingW (C) can be phrased as empirical risk minimization [7] over the func-
tion class

HK = {hA(z) = ‖z − ai‖2, i = argmin
j∈{1...K}

‖z − aj‖2 : A = {a1, . . . , aK} ∈ ZK}, (3)

1We have scaled the within-point scatter by1/n if compared to [10].



‖ck − Zi‖2

c1 c2

Figure 1: The clustering objective is to place the centersck to minimize the sum of squared distances
from points to their closest centers.

where the functions are obtained by selecting all possibleK centers. FunctionshA(z) in HK can
also be written as

hA(z) =

K
∑

i=1

‖z − ai‖2I(z is closest toai),

where ties are broken, for instance, in the order ofai’s. Hence, functionshA ∈ HK areK parabolas
glued together with centers ata1, . . . , aK , as shown in Figure 1. With this notation, one can see that

min
C

W (C) = min
h∈HK

1

n

n
∑

i=1

h(Zi).

Moreover, ifC minimizes the left-hand side,hC has to minimize the right-hand side and vice versa.
Hence, we will interchangeably useC andhC as minimizers of the within-point scatter.

Several recent papers (e.g. [11]) have addressed the question of finding the distance metric for
clustering. Fortunately, in our case there are several natural choices. One choice is to measure the
similarity between the centers{ak}K

k=1 and{bk}K
k=1 of clusteringsA andB. Another choice is to

measure theLq(P ) distance betweenhA andhB for someq ≥ 1. In fact, we show that these two
choices are essentially equivalent.

3 Covering Number for HK

The following technical Lemma shows that a covering of the ballB2(0, R) induces a cover ofHK

in the L∞ distance because small shifts of the centers imply small changes of the corresponding
functions inHK .
Lemma 3.1. For anyε > 0,

N (HK , L∞, ε) ≤
(

16R2K + ε

ε

)mK

.

Proof. It is well-known that a Euclidean ball of radiusR in R
m can be covered byN =

(

4R+δ
δ

)m

balls of radiusδ (see Lemma 2.5 in [12]). LetT = {t1, . . . , tN} be the set of centers of such a
cover. Consider an arbitrary functionhA ∈ HK with centers at{a1, . . . , aK}. By the definition
of the cover, there existsti1 ∈ T such that‖a1 − ti1‖ ≤ δ. Let A1 = {ti1 , a2, . . . , aK}. Since
Z ⊆ B2(0, R),

‖hA − hA1
‖∞ ≤ (2R)2 − (2R − δ)2 ≤ 4Rδ.

We iterate through all theai’s, replacing them by the members ofT . After K steps,

‖hA − hAK
‖∞ ≤ 4RKδ

and all centers ofAK belong toT . Hence, each functionhA ∈ H can be approximated to within
4RKδ by functions with centers in a finite setT . The upper bound on the number of functions in

HK with centers inT is NK . Hence,NK =
(

4R+δ
δ

)mK
functions coverHK to within 4RKδ in

theL∞ norm. The Lemma follows by settingε = 4RKδ.



4 Geometry ofHK and Stability

The above Lemma shows thatHK is not too rich, as its covering numbers are polynomial. This is the
first important aspect in the study of clustering stability. The second aspect is the geometry ofHK

with respect to the measureP . In particular, stability ofK-means clustering depends on the number
of functionsh ∈ HK with the minimum expectationEh. Note that the number of minimizers
depends only onP andK, and not on the data. SinceZ is closed, the number of minimizers is at
least one. The three important cases are: unique minimum, a finite number of minimizers (greater
than one), and an infinite number of minimizers. The first case is the simplest one, and is a good
starting point.

Definition 4.1. For ε > 0 define

Qε
P = {h ∈ HK : Eh ≤ inf

h′∈HK

Eh′ + ε},

the set of almost-minimizers of the expected error.

In the case of a unique minimum ofEh, one can show that the diameter ofQε
P tends to zero as

ε → 0.2

Lemma 3.1 implies that the classHK is VC-type. In particular, it is uniform Donsker, as well as
uniform Glivenko-Cantelli. Hence, empirical averages of functions inHK uniformly converge to
their expectations:

lim
n→∞

P

(

sup
h∈HK

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Eh − 1

n

n
∑

i=1

h(Zi)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

> ε

)

= 0.

Therefore, for anyε, δ > 0

P

(

sup
h∈HK

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Eh − 1

n

n
∑

i=1

h(Zi)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

> ε

)

< δ

for n > nε,δ. Denote byhA the function corresponding to a minimum ofW (C) on Z1, . . . , Zn.
SupposehC∗ = argminh∈HK

Eh, i.e. C∗ is the best clustering, which can be computed only with
the knowledge ofP . Then, with probability at least1 − δ,

EhA ≤ 1

n

n
∑

i=1

hA(Zi) + ε and
1

n

n
∑

i=1

hC∗(Zi) ≤ EhC∗ + ε

for n > nε,δ. Furthermore,
1

n

n
∑

i=1

hA(Zi) ≤
1

n

n
∑

i=1

hC∗(Zi)

by the optimality ofhA on the data. Combining the above,

EhA ≤ EhC∗ + 2ε

with probability at least1 − δ for n > nε,δ. Another way to state the result is

EhA
P−→ inf

h′∈HK

Eh′.

Assuming the existence of a unique minimizer, i.e.diamL1(P )Qε
P → 0, we obtain

‖hA − hC∗‖L1(P )
P−→ 0.

By triangle inequality, we immediately obtain the following Proposition.

2This can be easily proved by contradiction. Let us assume that the diameter does not tend to zero. Then
there is a sequence of functions{h(t)} in Q

ε(t)
P

with ε(t) → 0 such that‖h(t)−h∗‖L1(P ) ≥ ξ for someξ > 0.
Hence, by the compactness ofHK , the sequence{h(t)} has an accumulation pointh∗∗, and by the continuity
of expectation,Eh∗∗ = infh′∈HK

Eh′. Moreover,‖h∗ − h∗∗‖L1
≥ ξ, which contradicts the uniqueness of

the minimizer.



Proposition 4.1. LetZ1, . . . , Zn, Z ′
1, . . . , Z

′
n be i.i.d. samples. Suppose the clusteringA minimizes

W (C) over the set{Z1, . . . , Zn} whileB is the minimizer over{Z ′
1, . . . , Z

′
n}. Then

‖hA − hB‖L1(P )
P−→ 0.

We have shown that in the case of a unique minimizer of the objective function (with respect to the
distribution), two clusterings over independently drawn sets of points become arbitrarily close to
each other with increasing probability as the number of points increases.

If there are finite (but greater than one) number of minimizersh ∈ HK of Eh, multinomial distri-
bution estimates tell us that we expect stability with respect too(

√
n) changes of points, while no

stability is expected forΩ(
√

n) changes, as the next example shows.

Example 1. Consider1-mean minimization overZ = {x1, x2}, x1 6= x2, andP = 1
2 (δx1

+δx2
). It

is clear that, given the training setZ1, . . . , Zn, the center of the minimizer ofW (C) is eitherx1 or
x2, according to the majority vote over the training set. Since the difference between the number of
points onx1 andx2 is distributed according to a binomial with zero mean and the variance scaling
asn, it is clear that by changingΩ(

√
n) points fromZ1, . . . , Zn, it is possible to swap the majority

vote with constant probability. Moreover, with probability approaching one, it is not possible to
achieve the swap by a change ofo(

√
n) points. A similar result can be shown for anyK-means over

a finiteZ.

The above example shows that, in general, it is not possible to prove closeness of clusterings over
two sets of samples differing onΩ(

√
n) elements. In fact, this is a sharp threshold. Indeed, by

employing the following Theorem, proven in [8, 9], we can show that even in the case of an infinite
number of minimizers, clusterings over two sets of samples differing ono(

√
n) elements become

arbitrarily close with increasing probability as the number of samples increases. This result cannot
be deduced from the multinomial estimates, as it relies on the control of fluctuations of empirical
means over a Donsker class. Recall that a class is Donsker if it satisfies a version of the central limit
theorem for function classes.

Theorem 4.1(Corollary 11 in [9] or Corollary 2 in [8]).Assume that the class of functionsF over
Z is uniformly bounded andP -Donsker, for some probability measureP overZ. Letf (S) andf (T )

be minimizers overF of the empirical averages with respect to the setsS andT of n points i.i.d.
according toP . Then, if|S 4 T | = o(

√
n), it holds

‖f (S) − f (T )‖L1(P )
P−→ 0.

We apply the above theorem toHK which isP -Donsker for anyP because its covering numbers in
L∞ scale polynomially (see Lemma 3.1). The boundedness condition is implied by the assumption
thatZ ⊆ B2(0, R). We note that if the classHK were richer thanP -Donsker, the stability result
would not necessarily hold.

Corollary 4.1. Suppose the clusteringsA andB are minimizers of theK-means objectiveW (C)
over the setsS andT , respectively. Suppose that|S 4 T | = o(

√
n). Then

‖hA − hB‖L1(P )
P−→ 0.

The above Corollary holds even if the number of minimizersh ∈ HK of Eh is infinite. This
concludes the analysis of stability ofK-means for the three interesting cases: unique minimizer,
finite number (greater than one) of minimizers, and infinite number of minimizers. We remark that
the distributionP and the numberK alone determine which one of the above cases is in evidence.

We have proved that stability ofK-means clustering is characterized by the geometry of the class
HK with respect toP . It is evident that the choice ofK maximizing stability of clustering aims to
chooseK for which there is a unique minimizer. Unfortunately, for “small”n, stability with respect
to a complete change of the data and stability with respect too(

√
n) changes are indistinguishable,

making this rule of thumb questionable. Moreover, as noted in [3], small changes ofP lead to drastic
changes in the number of minimizers.



5 Stability of the Centers

Intuitively, stability of functionshA with respect to perturbation of the dataZ1, . . . , Zn implies
stability of the centers of the clusters. This intuition is made precise in this section. Let us first
define a notion of distance between centers of two clusterings.

Definition 5.1. Suppose{a1, . . . , aK} and{b1, . . . , bK} are centers of two clusteringsA andB,
respectively. Define a distance between these clusterings as

dmax({a1, . . . , aK}, {b1, . . . , bK}) := max
1≤i≤K

min
1≤j≤K

(‖ai − bj‖ + ‖aj − bi‖)

Lemma 5.1. Assume the density ofP (with respect to the Lebesgue measureλ overZ) is bounded
away from 0, i.e.dP > c dλ for somec > 0. Suppose

‖hA − hB‖L1(P ) ≤ ε.

Then

dmax({a1, . . . , aK}, {b1, . . . , bK}) ≤
(

ε

cc,m

)
1

m+2

wherecc,m depends only onc andm.

Proof. First, we note that

dmax({a1, . . . , aK}, {b1, . . . , bK}) ≤ 2max

(

max
1≤i≤K

min
1≤j≤K

‖ai − bj‖, max
1≤i≤K

min
1≤j≤K

‖aj − bi‖
)

Without loss of generality, assume that the maximum on the right-hand side is attained ata1 and
b1 such thatb1 is the closest center toa1 out of {b1, . . . , bK}. Suppose‖a1 − b1‖ = d. Since
dmax({a1, . . . , aK}, {b1, . . . , bK}) ≤ 2d, it is enough to show thatd is small (scales as a power of
ε).

ConsiderB2(a1, d/2), a ball of radiusd/2 centered ata1. Since any pointz ∈ B2(a1, d/2) is closer
to a1 than tob1, we have

‖z − a1‖2 ≤ ‖z − b1‖2.

Refer to Figure2 for the pictorial representation of the proof.

Note thatbj /∈ B2(a1, d/2) for anyj ∈ {2 . . . K}. Also note that for anyz ∈ Z,

‖z − a1‖2 ≥
K
∑

i=1

‖z − ai‖2I(ai is closest toz) = hA(z).



a1 b1

(d
2 )2

B(a1, d/2)

d

Figure 2: To prove Lemma 5.1 it is enough to show that the shadedarea is upperbounded by the
L1(P ) distance between the functionshA andhB and lower-bounded by a power ofd. We deduce
thatd cannot be large.

Combining all the information, we obtain the following chain of inequalities

‖hA − hB‖L1(P ) =

∫

|hA(z) − hB(z)| dP (z)

≥
∫

B2(a1,d/2)

|hA(z) − hB(z)| dP (z)

=

∫

B2(a1,d/2)

∣

∣hA(z) − ‖z − b1‖2
∣

∣ dP (z)

=

∫

B2(a1,d/2)

(

‖z − b1‖2 − hA(z)
)

dP (z)

=

∫

B2(a1,d/2)

(

‖z − b1‖2 −
K
∑

i=1

‖z − ai‖2I(ai is closest toz)

)

dP (z)

≥
∫

B2(a1,d/2)

(

‖z − b1‖2 − ‖z − a1‖2
)

dP (z)

≥
∫

B2(a1,d/2)

(

(d/2)2 − ‖z − a1‖2
)

dP (z)

≥ c · 2πm/2

Γ(m/2)

∫ d/2

0

(

(d/2)2 − r2
)

rm−1dr

= c · 2πm/2

Γ(m/2)

2

m(m + 2)
(d/2)m+2 = cc,m · dm+2.

Since, by assumption,
‖hA − hB‖L1(P ) ≤ ε,

we obtain

d ≤
(

ε

cc,m

)
1

m+2

.

From the above lemma, we immediately obtain the following Proposition.



Proposition 5.1. Assume the density ofP (with respect to the Lebesgue measureλ over Z) is
bounded away from 0, i.e.dP > c dλ for somec > 0. Suppose the clusteringsA and B are
minimizers of theK-means objectiveW (C) over the setsS and T , respectively. Suppose that
|S 4 T | = o(

√
n). Then

dmax({a1, . . . , aK}, {b1, . . . , bK}) P−→ 0.

Hence, the centers of the minimizers of the within-point scatter are stable with respect to perturba-
tions ofo(

√
n) points. Similar results can be obtained for other procedures which optimize some

function of the data by applying Theorem 4.1.

6 Conclusions

We showed thatK-means clustering can be phrased as empirical risk minimization over a class
HK . Furthermore, stability of clustering is determined by the geometry ofHK with respect toP .
We proved that in the case of a unique minimizer,K-means is stable with respect to a complete
change of the data, while for multiple minimizers, we still expect stability with respect too(

√
n)

changes. The rule for choosingK by maximizing stability can be viewed then as an attempt to select
K such thatHK has a unique minimizer with respect toP . Although used in practice, this choice
of K is questionable, especially for smalln. We hope that our analysis serves as a starting point for
finding theoretically grounded recipes for choosing the number of clusters.
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